Wetting-induced attraction are widely observed in microstructures where liquid flows along solid surfaces. Unexpected bending or collapse occurs if wetting-induced forces are neglected in the structural design, such as high aspect ratio pillars in the process of wet-etching. In this study, a simple experiment is designed to capture the evolving deformation of a cantilever beam due to capillary flow. A pair of polymer plates fixed at one end with a small gap is submerged into liquid, so that capillary rise between the plates and their attraction can be simultaneously observed. The plate dimension is sub-millimeter scale, which is rather large in observation of capillarity, in order to clearly capture deformation process of the plates until their contacts. Different types of liquids are prepared to investigate the influence of wettability, surface tension, and viscosity. Velocity of capillary flow is also considered by changing submergence rate of the plate. The experimental results of plate deflection are compared to analytical estimation obtained from an equation of motion for capillary rise and an equilibrium between capillary attraction and elastic force of plate. This estimation corresponded well with experimental results regardless of liquid types. In addition, the relationship between plate deflection and material constants is derived in a non-dimensional form. Therefore, plate deformation due to wetting-induced attraction, considering velocity of capillary flow, became predictable only from dimension of plates and material constants.
Introduction
Recent developments of manufacturing process are promoting complex design of micro/nano-scale structures, to realize smaller and thinner products with higher performances (Arthur et al. 2011; Zhang et al. 2014 ). In the design of fine structures, characteristic phenomena such as surface forces, which are usually negligible in a macroscopic scale, need to be taken into consideration. When a liquid exists between solid surfaces, unexpected structural deformations occur, as seen, for example, in micro/nano-pillar production in MEMS/NEMS (micro/nanoelectromechanical system) (Chandra and Yang 2010; Yuan and Zhao 2013) . The conventional manufacturing process of MEMS/NEMS usually requires wet-etching, which uses solutions to dissolve masking layers, but causes deformation or collapse of pillars if the wetting-induced attraction is not properly considered. Much effort has gone into quantitatively evaluating and predicting the deformation of fine structures (Namatsu et al. 1995; Yoshimoto et al. 2004; Bernardino and Dietrich 2012) . The wetting-induced deformation has also potential to be applied to self-assembling of fine structures if it is properly characterized (Roman and Bico 2010; De Volder and Hart 2013) . However, most of these approaches do not account for the evolving deformation but merely evaluate the final appearance resulted from wetting-induced attraction. The difficulty in capturing the evolving deformation is that wetting-induced attraction is usually observed under microscope because it is prominent only in a small scale.
Our group proposed a simple experiment to capture the evolving deformation caused by capillarity (Takahashi et al. Takahashi, Matsuo, Furuta, Oshima, Inaba and Kishimoto, Mechanical Engineering Letters, Vol.2 (2016) [DOI: 10.1299/mel. 2013). Two thin plates are aligned in parallel, with a pair of ends fixed with a small spacing. The plates are gradually lowered into a liquid at a constant velocity, so that the relative height of the liquid surface to the fixed end becomes higher. A liquid column formed at the gap between two plates causes attraction force, and the resulting plate deflection observed at the liquid surface is recorded using a digital camera. In this way, it is possible to clearly observe wettinginduced deformation in the order of millimeters by properly selecting dimensions and stiffness of the plates. Our previous work successfully derived an analytical solution expressed by a non-dimensional parameter, which predicts wettinginduced deformation in static state. In this study, another parameter is proposed to include the viscous effect of liquid, and the extended analytical solution is compared to the experimentally measured deformation of the plate submerged into different types of liquids.
2. Plate deformation due to capillary flow 2.1 Experimental
The polystyrene plates are selected for the specimen because their stiffness is suitable to observe wetting-induced deformation in millimeter scale. The specimen is composed of two plates of L mm long and w mm thickness. They are fixed at one end with a small gap of 2d0 mm. Before starting the experiment, initial gap between two plates are captured along the length L to eliminate variation of the gap due to plate waviness. Experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1 (a) . The specimen, connected to an actuator, is set above a container filled with liquid, and then gradually lowered into the liquid at a constant velocity of V mm/s. Since the wetting-induced attraction acts along the liquid column formed above liquid surface, bending moment becomes higher as the plate length under liquid becomes longer. The higher bending moment makes the gap between plates smaller, and causes liquid column to be higher. In our previous study, the plate deformation was successfully observed when silicone oil (Shinetsu KF-96-30cs) was used because of good wettability on the plate, whose contact angle was 2.6˚, whereas no deformation of plates was observed when water was used. In this study, surface treatment was conducted on surface of the polystyrene plates by a plasma etching equipment YHS-R (SAKIGAKESemiconductor Co., Ltd) to improve the wettability of water, and the contact angle significantly decreased from 90.4˚ to 3.7˚ as shown in Fig. 1 (b) .
Observed plate deformations are shown in Fig. 2 when the plate of L = 70 mm, w = 0.5 mm, and 2d0 = 1.0 mm was submerged into silicone oil ( Fig. 2(a) ) and water ( Fig. 2(b) ) at the submergence rate of V = 0.5 mm/s. The movies were taken by a digital camera until their contact, and the images were captured at every 2.5 mm of plate submergence (every 5 second). The images on the left were taken at the beginning when plate length under liquid l was 2.5 mm, and the following ones were the last three pictures before the plate contact: l = 55, 57.5, and 60.0 mm for silicone oil and l = 15, 17.5, and 20.0 mm for water. Dashed lines indicate initial heights of capillary rise, with arrows showing their progress until plate contact. Good wettability to polystyrene plate generates a liquid column between plates as soon as the fixed end of the plate came under liquid surface. The plate deflection is small at the beginning when fixed end of the plates is close to liquid surface, but two plates eventually contact with each other as shown in last images in Fig. 2 (a)-(b). In addition, the observation revealed that capillary heights increase only gradually during the plate submergence, but they rapidly increase with unstable plate attraction just before the plate contact.
(a) (b) Fig. 1 Experimental setup to observe capillary attraction between two plates (a), and wettability of water on polystyrene plate before (top) and after (bottom) plasma treatment (b). The contact angle of water significantly decreased from 90.4˚ to 3.7˚ by plasma treatment on plate surface Takahashi, Matsuo, Furuta, Oshima, Inaba and Kishimoto, Mechanical Engineering Letters, Vol.2 (2016) [DOI: 10.1299/mel.16-00227]
(a) (b) Fig. 2 Observation of capillary rise between two plates submerged into silicone oil (a) and water (b). Images were extracted from movies when the plates started submerging into liquid (left), and just before the plate contact (the following three images). The plate length under liquid of three images are l = 55, 57.5, and 60.0 mm for silicone oil and l = 15, 17.5, and 20.0 mm for water. Dashed lines indicate initial capillary height and its increase before contact.
Equation of motion for capillary rise
An equation of motion is established for a capillary rise between two plates. It is noted that gap between plates along capillary height h is regarded to be constant as 2(d0 -y) by assuming capillary height is short enough compared to plate length under liquid l as shown in Fig. 3 (a) . In addition, two dimensional model is developed by neglecting plate depth b (= 1) because the depth is long enough compared to gap between plates. Flow velocity of capillary rise is defined as a time derivative of capillary height ℎ . At first, the height of capillary rise h0 formed between rigid surfaces of gap 2d0 can be determined by equilibrium of Laplace pressure PL = cos /d0 and hydraulic pressure of liquid column gh0 regarding a cross section of liquid column AX = .
Until reaching the static state of capillary rise, pressure gradient, Pu, caused by capillary flow should be considered.
Here, capillary attraction is considered by plate deflection y, decreasing the cross section of liquid column AX = (d0 -y).
The pressure gradient is estimated based on assumption that the flow velocity of capillary, u, follows Poiseuille flow between two plates of gap d as shown in Fig. 3(b) . Takahashi, Matsuo, Furuta, Oshima, Inaba and Kishimoto, Mechanical Engineering Letters, Vol.2 (2016) [DOI: 10.1299/mel.16-00227]
The kinematic viscosity is represented by . The flow velocity of capillary rise is averaged through the cross section AX by the following equation. It should be noted that the flow velocity here includes the velocity of plates submerged into liquid V.
= 2 ℎ +
Substituting Eq. (6) to Eq. (7), the pressure gradient is expressed by the flow velocity of capillary rise.
Considering the actual plate deflection by replacing d to d0 -y in Eq. (8), the equation of motion, Eq. (3), becomes;
Another equation relating capillary height h and plate deformation y is established regarding the side surface of the plate AY. An equilibrium is formulated by neglecting the plate velocity in the deflection direction because it is small. Attraction force is generated on the plate because of the negative pressure caused by capillarity, which is represented by subtracting hydraulic pressure from ambient pressure, P0 -gX. Pressure gradient due to capillary flow also causes the plate deformation. These pressures on the plate surface AY balance with elastic force of the plate F as shown in Fig. 3 (c) .
Assuming that height of capillary rise h is small enough compared to plate length under liquid l, the elastic force can be regarded as concentrated load acting at liquid surface as shown in Fig. 3 (c).
Here, elastic modulus and moment of inertia of area are represented by E and I = w 
The Runge-Kutta method is applied to update capillary height h in Eq. (9) with small height h (≪h0) and y = 0 at l = 0 as initial condition. The gap between plates is updated by calculating plate deflection y from capillary height h by Eq. (12) at every step of time increment (increase in l). These calculations were repeated to estimate the plate deflection due to capillary rise. Takahashi, Matsuo, Furuta, Oshima, Inaba and Kishimoto, Mechanical Engineering Letters, Vol.2 (2016) [DOI: 10.1299/mel.16-00227]
Evaluation of analytical model
Analytical estimations are compared with experimental results in Fig. 4 (a)-(b) . In the experiments, the gap between plates were measured from images at the height of liquid surface taken at every 2.5 mm of increase in l. The plate deflection y was obtained by subtracting the gap from original one. The results obtained from the plates of w = 0.5 mm and 2d0 = 1.0 mm shown in Fig. 2 (a) -(b) were represented by white diamond and triangle shapes, representing silicone oil and water, respectively. Another plates of w = 1.0 mm and 2d0 = 0.3 mm were also examined at higher submergence rate of V = 5 mm/s to investigate the effect of flow velocity, and the result was plotted by black diamond shape. Plate deflection y is normalized by original gap d0, represented by y* to define the plate contact as y* = 1. They are plotted in terms of plate length under liquid l normalized by the plate width w. The plate deformation slowly proceeded at the beginning, but the increment of non-dimensional deflection y* became larger as it was approaching to 1/3, indicated by (a) (b) Fig. 4 Plate deflection observed in experiment, represented by white and black markers for different plate velocity, with diamond and triangle shapes representing silicone oil and water, respectively. Solid lines were obtained from an analytical model, corresponding well to experimental results (a). Capillary heights estimated from an analytical model (b) were also compared to capillary heights measured in Fig. 2 (a)-(b) , validating the effectiveness of the analytical model.
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(a) (b) (c) Fig. 3 Analytical model to characterize wetting-induced deformation of plates by considering an equation of motion for liquid column (a) with applying Poiseuille flow for capillary rise between two plates (b), and an equilibrium of capillary attraction and elastic force caused by bending of the plate X Y u max Takahashi, Matsuo, Furuta, Oshima, Inaba and Kishimoto, Mechanical Engineering Letters, Vol.2 (2016) [DOI: 10.1299/mel.16-00227] a dashed line. Unstable procedure of the plate deformation at y* > 1/3 was theoretically and experimentally confirmed in our previous work, considering the static state without capillary flow (Takahashi et al. 2013) . The smaller increments of y* at y* > 1/3 are neglected because they were caused by the plate contact on top, which disturbed the plate deflection at the height of liquid surface. It was confirmed that the similar unstable deformation is still observable when the submergence rate is slow at V = 0.5 mm/s, but the increment of y* on unstable deformation process became smaller for the higher rate of V = 5 mm/s. The analytical estimations obtained from Eq. (9) and (12) are also shown in Fig. 4 (a) by black and gray solid lines for silicone oil and water, respectively. Both lines correspond well to experimental results before unstable deformation occurs at y* < 1/3. The analytical solutions also estimated the deformation progress well regardless of flow velocities varied by submergence rate of V = 0.5 and 5 mm/s, represented by thick and thin lines, respectively.
Capillary heights predicted from the analytical solutions are shown in Fig. 4 (b) , normalized by original gap d0. It is revealed that the capillary heights are almost constant during the gradual progress of plate deformation at the beginning when the submergence rate is slow. The images taken in the experiment shown in Fig. 2 (a)-(b) also indicated slow increase of capillary height until unstable attraction occur towards the plate contact. Furthermore, the capillary heights measured at just before the unstable deformation (second pictures in Fig. 3 (a)-(b) ), h = 3.5 mm and 8.5 mm, are similar to analytical predictions of h = 2.75 and 10.5 mm, converted from h* = 5.5 and 21 for the plate of 0.5 mm thickness in Fig. 4 (b) . The analytical model for deformation process of plates due to wetting-induced interaction was successfully validated here. On the other hand, the capillary height estimated from submergence rate of V = 5 mm/s gradually approaches to the constant value, and unstable increase was not obtained towards contact. This result corresponds to the smaller increment of y* on unstable deformation process shown in Fig. 4 (a) .
Influence of scale and flow velocity on wetting-induced deformation 3.1 Non-dimensional analysis
Since both experimental and analytical results revealed the almost constant capillary height during stable deformation progress of y* < 1/3, the equation of motion (Eq. (9)) can be converted to an equilibrium by regarding the left hand side and the capillary velocity ℎ to be 0.
The capillary velocity ℎ in equilibrium of Eq. (12) can be also neglected.
Substituting Eq. (13) to Eq. (14), the following equation is derived.
The above equation can be expressed as the following form because (1 -y*) 2 + 3V/gd 2 > 0.
Here, the same parameter K, introduced in our previous study for the plate deformation without considering submergence rate V (Takahashi et al. 2013) , can be extracted with a new parameter T. Takahashi, Matsuo, Furuta, Oshima, Inaba and Kishimoto, Mechanical Engineering Letters, Vol.2 (2016) [DOI: 10.1299/mel.16-00227]
The non-dimensional parameter K consists of a ratio of Laplace pressure to hydraulic pressure (an equilibrium in vertical direction) and a ratio of Laplace pressure to bending stiffness (an equilibrium in horizontal direction), expressed by characteristic length of initial gap d0. On the other hand, the non-dimensional parameter T represents viscous effect of fluids by a ratio of shear stress on the plate surface to hydraulic pressure. The relationship between the plate deflection and the parameters corresponds to the following equation when submergence rate V = 0, equivalent to the static condition confirmed in our previous study.
It means that the viscous effect of liquid, represented by the velocity of submergence rate V, can be simply included by the new parameter T, and Eq. (19) is extended for any submergence rate as Eq. (16).
Evaluation by non-dimensional numbers
Since the plate deflection y* is expressed by Eq. (16), all the experimental results can be simultaneously evaluated by theoretical curves of relationship between K and y*, with a new non-dimensional parameter T. The theoretical curves of stable deformation in the range of y* < 1/3 are drawn by solid lines, but they were drawn by dashed lines in the range of y* > 1/3 to indicate that stable deformation cannot be obtained experimentally because theoretical solutions are local maximum of total energy. The differences of liquid types are found to be little in our experimental condition as shown in Fig. 5 , whose plots from silicone oil and water at the same submergence rate V = 0.5 mm/s are almost identical. Their large increment of y* near y* = 1/3 indicated the translation to unstable deformation.
When the submergence rate was higher at V = 5 mm/s, effect of the non-dimensional parameter T became significant; the non-dimensional parameter K increases monotonically to the plate contact at y* = 1. The experimental result obtained from the plates of w = 1.0 mm and 2d0 = 0.3 mm at V = 5 mm/s was clearly distinguished from the other results at V = 0.5 mm/s, and it nicely followed the theoretical curve. Therefore, the effectiveness of the K -y* evaluation for wettinginduced deformation was confirmed for different types of liquid and submergence rates. However, the slightly larger estimation in the theoretical curve at V = 5 mm/s during stable deformation would be demanding further improvement of the model. For example, the current model considers the friction between plate and liquid only along the liquid column, but the friction inside liquid would be also involved. Takahashi, Matsuo, Furuta, Oshima, Inaba and Kishimoto, Mechanical Engineering Letters, Vol.2 (2016) [DOI: 10.1299/mel.16-00227] Fig. 5 Relationship between non-dimensional parameter K and plate deflection y*, considering the capillary flow by non-dimensional parameter T. Theoretical curves for the plate velocity of V = 0.5 mm/s are drawn by solid line at y* < 1/3 and dashed line at y* > 1/3 to indicate stable and unstable deformations, respectively. The effect of capillary flow is negligible with regard to liquid types, but it is significant for the higher velocity of V = 5 mm/s, whose theoretical curve monotonically increases until plate contact. All the experimental results nicely follow these theoretical curves of Eq. (16).
Conclusions
The wetting-induced deformation was evaluated by two polystyrene plates in millimeter scale submerged into silicone oil and water to investigate the influence of surface tension and viscosity of liquid. In addition, influence of capillary flow was examined by increasing the submergence rate of plates. Deflection of the plate was measured during submerging process into liquid, and compared with analytical estimation calculated from an equation of motion in flow direction and an equilibrium in deflection direction. The experimental results corresponded well to the analytical estimation regardless of liquid types and submergence rates. Since the capillary height was found to be almost constant during stable deformation process, the equation of motion was converted to an equilibrium by regarding the velocity of capillary flow to be 0. As a result, the relationship between the plate deflection, material properties, and submergence rate were derived using non-dimensional parameters of K and T, representing structural and flow effects, respectively. The newly proposed non-dimensional parameter T successfully distinguished the result obtained from higher submergence rate, and estimated the evolving deformation of plates.
